
Establishing a compliance cost measure for individuals



Inland Revenue’s role in New Zealand

» Collects most of the revenue the government needs 
to fund programmes. 

» Also administers a number of social programmes:

- Including superannuation (KiwiSaver), Student 
loan repayments, Child Support, an in work tax 
credit (Working for Families), and a minimum 
family tax credit for very low income earners.



Inland Revenue is changing…

» We’re improving our tax system to make it easier for customers to pay tax and 
receive their entitlements.  



Through its business transformation  
programme, IR is aiming:
» to increase voluntary compliance 

» and minimise customer effort, 

» through a range of measures designed to reduce tax/social policy  
compliance costs.

» to design and deliver customer-centred services and processes. 



How is IR planning to reduce compliance costs?

» Through processing customer enquiries with a quicker and more flexible base 
system.

» By understanding customer journeys through segment landscape research 

» By testing proposed online services with customers before they go live, so they 
are as customer friendly as possible 

» By using post-implementation feedback on new services – what has and hasn’t 
worked. What needs to be improved.



IR already measures compliance costs in  
other segments
» so IR can monitor trends 

» assess the effect of IR’s customer centred approach on compliance costs
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Why measure individuals compliance costs?

» We haven’t measured it before

» It’s meant to be easier and less costly for citizens to engage with government

» We need a system to see if improvements have made a difference



Who are we focussing on?  
What are we measuring?
» Salary and wage earners   

» Customers with social policy interactions 

- like superannuation (KiwiSaver), 
- student loan repayments, 
- Child Support, 
- Working for Families – (an in work tax credit)
And those who need to file an income tax return (most of us don’t need to)

» Not including self-employed, those with rental properties



Designing a new measure

» Identify factors influencing compliance through focus groups

» Determine baseline measures  for questionnaire development

» Test a new questionnaire in a small pilot, before confirming  a final  
measurement tool

» Measuring time, effort, and monetary cost 

?



Aims of the Qual research

What we want to understand about the costs individuals incur

» What factors contribute to higher and lower compliance costs?

» What makes it easy for individuals to comply and how do they manage this?

» What stressors do individuals experience in complying? 

» What can IR do to help individuals reduce their tax compliance costs? 

?



Qual

» Facilitated by an external research company

» Mini-groups and individual interviews with  
child support, in work tax credit, income tax 
return customers

» 25 customers in total

» We looked at customers through IR’s current 
compliance model:

- capability, motivation, & opportunity to 
comply



What did they say?

» factors that increased motivation & capability to comply

- no consequences if they make a genuine mistake

- approachable genuine & helpful contact centre staff

- plain English, consistent information.

- lots of contact channels -(easy to use digital service, call back service  
including mobile): 

- expert help (tax agents)

 He was really respectful. There was no judgement. He was like 
well, this is how it is she’s separated from her partner and needs 
this done, and that’s about it    – (CONTACT CENTRE ENGAGEMENT)



Factors affecting compliance

» customers are less willing when obligations take more time, effort and stress

» costs are higher when IR doesn’t cater for less resilient, resourceful and capable 
customers

» customers are more willing when obligations take less time, effort and stress



Sources of Stress

PERSONAL STRESS

• life situations also impact (family separation):

 I was separated a year ago, so it is all a very new process for me. 
After being in the relationship for eleven years and it is like your 
whole world has just been pulled out from under you. And, you 
don’t know this other world.        – [RECEIVING CHILD SUPPORT, WELLINGTON] 

STRESS RELATED TO INTERACTION 

• fear of IR 

 When you interact with IRD, there is a certain amount of fear 
because you know that whatever you disclose could be used 
(against you). 



How the qual findings can influence 
compliance cost measurement



Pilot survey: design

» Borrowed some measurements from SME compliance survey (cost/time/stress)

» Reviewed a similar IRS survey

» Test questionnaire before wider circulation.

» Provided opportunity for customers to provide feedback on the survey  
structure itself. 



Survey set up

» IR has been trialling a customer panel called MyView.

- 4,000 customers recruited specifically to help IR. 

» Mainly individuals (not businesses)

» They help us with:

- policy consultations
- user testing digital services
- Quick Polls
-   and piloting compliance cost surveys 

» Key measures were time, effort and stress

» We used the panel to pilot the survey in Nov 2017, 320 participated  



Exploratory findings: Hours spent complying:

» Median hours for SMEs (2016)       (27 hours)

» Median for all individuals (2017)    (2.5 hours, n =318)

» Median hours income tax return    (3 hours n= 114)

» Median hours in work tax credit  (2 hours, n =42) 

» Median hours child support (0.8 hours, n =39)



feedback from customers on questionnaire

 Agree/strongly agree

Instructions are clear 88%

The length of questionnaire is reasonable 87%

The flow of questionnaire is easy to follow 87%

Questions are easy to understand 85%

Information we asked for was easy to find 77%

Questions are relevant 73%



Customer comments on questionnaire

DIFFICULT TO ACCURATELY ASSESS ANNUAL TIME SPENT ON TAX

 “Can be difficult to ascertain accurately how much time was spent when trying to 
answer these questions”

 “I had no idea really how much time I’ve spent on filling the various forms…, For my 
situation, I think a range, e.g. 0 hours, 1-3 hours... would have made more sense than 
entering an hour and minute figure.”

LANGUAGE CAN SOMETIMES BE TOO TECHNICAL

 “I am not sure about certain terms”

 “I didn’t understand some of the questions as I hadn’t heard of some of the subjects.  
I just guessed that they didn’t apply to me”



Looking forward

» Integrating feedback from the pilot survey and the Qualitative research, 

» Refining the questionnaire and then testing with a second pilot in May

» Full scale survey in the second half of the year



Wrap up

» A quick summary of key points


